AT&T Conferencing with Zoom
Cloud-based video communications service that brings high-quality video, data sharing, and carrier-grade audio to collaborators all over the world.
AT&T Conferencing with Zoom

Features

Cloud-based virtual video communications service
• Integrated with AT&T Global Conferencing
• Full-featured conferencing
• Engineered & optimized to work reliably
• Easy-to-use / buy / scale
• Affordable, straightforward pricing
• IM and storage included

Zoom Communications Platform

Interoperable

Scalable

• Multiple room systems
• Many desktop and mobile platforms

• Add users easily
• Service updates included
• Customer-owned video equipment not required

Interactive multi-party

Collaborative

• 1:many meetings
• Forums & routine meetings

• Chat
• Content, screen & video sharing

Meeting recording

Customer support

• Record audio, video and shared content
• Store recordings
• Share from virtually anywhere

• 24x7
• Online
• Phone

Enterprise ready

Highly secure meetings

•
•
•
•

• Encrypted media connection to browser
• Customer can traverse firewalls, network
address translations servers and proxies
• Meeting passcodes

Calendar integration
Manage user accounts
Access meeting and recording history
Modify options on user experience

Benefits

Why AT&T?

•
•
•
•
•

For more than 50 years, AT&T has provided audio conferencing
services to thousands of customers, offering unparalleled knowledge
and experience. AT&T is uniquely positioned to provide highly
secure, flexible, accessible global communications tools.

Global collaboration
Integration with existing applications and hardware
Scalability to meet unique requirements
Flexibility to meet security requirements
Support for continuity of operations

Help reduce global conferencing charges with AT&T IP Flexible Reach (Session Initiation Protocol Trunking)
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